
Joe Carson “one-pager”

I grew up in Brooklyn, NY, in 1950's-1960's, in a family of 5 in lower-middle class, it has
paycheck to paycheck, lots of pressure and stress on my parents.

I attended Catholic schools, won a scholarship to a Jesuit HS, Brooklyn Prep.   At a young age
(7-8), I perceived God whispering in my ear that I could play a role in reducing the divisiveness
in Christianity.

I have always been a reader - I consider myself a “garbage disposal unit” for the written word - I
read anything/everything.  

I won athletic and academic scholarships to college, I ended up with a full NROTC scholarship at
University of Rochester for the last two years of college.  

I served in nuclear navy for 6 years (1976-82) on submarines.  Nuclear submarines are both
“awful and awesome” and my service in nuclear navy has largely set trajectory of my career.

I resigned from Navy and looked at independent business opportunities for several months,
nothing panned out, so I became a contract engineer - paid by hour, kind of like a construction
worker, the job is temporary - at Waterford 3, a nuclear power plant outside New Orleans.    I
studied for and passed part 2 of the PE exam while there.  

I have been a member of American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) since college, and
am a long-time member of American Nuclear Society (ANS) and National Society of
Professional Engineers (NSPE).  I have held numerous volunteer leadership positions in these
societies over the years.

I moved on to Wolf Creek in Kansas and Perry in northeast Ohio, making a lot of money,
working a lot of hours.  I married Karen, a pediatric nurse I met in New Orleans, and we started a
family.   I left Perry and looked at getting involved with a business startup.  The idea was I would
be a “junior” member of start-up team and if start-up succeeded, I could have the money and
experience to be a leader of a subsequent start-up and, if that succeeded, I could decide about
seeking public office.   

At any rate, I did not find an opportunity sufficiently attractive, because I did not bring enough to
the table for such an opportunity.   So I returned to Perry and, while there, applied for a position
in the Department of Energy in Oak Ridge, as a combination OSHA/NRC inspector.

I started with Department of Energy (DOE) in 1990 and was aghast at what I observed vis-a-vis
worker and nuclear safety.   To make a long story short, I identified that fear of reprisal was a
factor in the existence and persistence of these safety issues, so I documented it.  Management
suppressed it, so I “blew whistles” about it, per my positive legal and ethical duties as a PE and
federal employee, setting in motion an 18 year-long battle that continues to this day.



My “take-aways” from it are stark, I think they have significant explanatory power for much of
what has befallen and besets America.   Relevant to this effort, there are significant deficiencies
in the scope and implementation of engineering ethics.   I think there is a correlation to the lack
of an intentional, collective Christian influence in the significantly self-regulating profession of
engineering and these deficiencies.

I am and have been polarizing in engineering profession and federal civil service.  Comes with
the territory if one perceives there is institutional dysfunction and/or corruption and decides to
confront it, via rule of law.  

I have nothing to hide about my actions or motivations.  I have a skeptical, questioning attitude
though and, when necessary, sharp teeth - verbally at least.   This has not been fun, I would not
wish it on anyone, my stark advice to a concerned engineer, at this point, would have to be “if
you can live with yourself looking other way, look the other way.”   However, with God as my
ultimate Judge, I cannot “live with myself,” having to give such dismal advice, so I keep trudging
along, hoping to contribute to positive change in: 1) my profession of engineering, 2) federal
civil service, and 3) theology and praxis of Christianity vis-a-vis secular professions.  

Other details:

3 children, T.J., Doug, and Rebeka

still married, still employed, still hold high security clearance - not many like me in universe of
concerned federal employees and engineers

my actions played a positive role in passage of Energy Employees Occupational Illness
Compensation Program Act of 2000, by which over 65,000 claims for over 6.5 billion dollars
have been paid.

My wife Karen is an elected public official (school board, Knox County, TN).   I “engineered”
my way to a spectacular marriage choice by asking myself a simple question about what I wanted
in marriage (at the time I was a single guy whose conceit about his appeal to womanhood was
tempered by his hours of study about life in his seeking to ascertain and advance God’s will in
his life).  That question was “Joe, what do you want out of marriage?”  My answer was “To be
loved.”  (It should have been to “love and be loved,” but, there you are.)  My insight was “Joe, if
you want to be loved in marriage, then marry a gal with a lot of love in her heart - you’ll be more
likely to get some.”  QED.

My point is that the most “unfair” thing about my life is how “unfairly fair” life has been to me,
as evidenced by this project and this team  - together we can realistically move our profession of
engineering, its service to society, and Christian faith and practice forward.   What more could 
could an engineer and Christian legitimately ask of life?


